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My Motivation

At the beginning I was not sure that I could join, both physically and spiritually. I 
realized my weaknesses and shortage, but I really wanted to experience God's 
grace and mercy through serving people in the toughest area. I wanted to respond 
to the challenge of overcoming fear and limitations. I expected so much from this 
trip. Second, I do believe that why God sent me to Japan is for this very reason. Just 
like Esther in the Bible was to be a queen to save Israelites. Probably Esther also 
had a desire to be a queen and God used it for good even though it might mean to 
risk her life. Nevertheless, God is so good in that he never puts us in a situation 
where we are left alone without his presence. 

What I Was Up To 

After the earthquake, I have a hectic schedule at school that required lots of energy 
and concentration. As a second-year student of doctoral course in Tokyo Institute of 
Technology since April 2010, I am in the critical moment of completing the course. 
That schedule, I believed, was God's given idea about what I should do during my 
second-year study in Japan. I just closed down previous research and started off a 
new theme which my professor still doubted whether the method would produce a 
good result.  However, I prayed earnestly to join the relief team and that the 
schedule can be carried out smoothly. If that is God's will, then God will make a way 
for me.

On 31st May, on the day Kamaishi Team 2 was supposed to leave for Tohoku, at 
15:00 I had an important meeting with my professor and other doctoral students at 
school. I could not leave for Kamaishi in the morning together with the other 
members, but I could catch up by night bus to Tono city from Ikebukuro with Yoko 
Tahara. Actually she could go with the other members by van, but she was willing 
to risk for the car-sickness and night sleeping on the bus to accompany me so that I 
could join this team. She did many things for me, buying tickets, helmet, and goggle 
because I was busy with my school schedule. 

God is good. My prayer was answered. The third paper, which was supposed to be 
submitted on 29th May is extended until 19th June. My last dissertation 
presentation on 17th May was quite satisfying, too, so my professor approved my 
preparation & schedule for field observation 20th June - 23rd July. And I believe I 
will be able to finish preparing my presentation for conference in Indonesia on 15th 
- 18th June. I was also able to ask permission from my professor to leave for 
Kamaishi for five days. All seemed to be in its proper schedule. Now, all I have to 
do was just doing one by one and leaving the result in God's hand. I have learned 
to trust him for every single thing. Even schedule and time is within His control.



On the Spot

By God's grace, I was able to recover and refresh myself during the 8-hour night 
bus to Tono, our home-base. Both Yoko Tahara and I were able to join the work 
with the other members. The first day, 1st June, our job was to clean up Tanaka 
family's house at Kirikiri. My ability about Japanese language was only 
conversational, but God still used it. I was able to understand what others were 
talking about and carry out the commands of our leader, Pastor Takeshi.

Tanaka family's house at Kirikiri (Anggraini, 2011)

We also met with Tanaka's neighbor who happened to be the owner of the boat 
landed on the roof of the relative of Narita's family in Akahama.

Tanaka's neighbor (Kakehashi, 2011)



I also had a conversation with one of the volunteer center officers, Ishi-san, about 
God and Jesus. Later, because of Odi's accidental cut of his finger, Pastor Takeshi 
was able to have a deeper conversation with him and give him contact address. 

On the second day at Outsuchi, we were having mini Gospel Concert featuring Alex 
Easley and Yakisoba Fair at Magokoro, a small open space near refugee's shelter. 
Alex arrive by night bus to Tono and went back to Tokyo by train on the same day. I 
exchanged greeting with some locals and volunteers despite of the business of 
cooking yakisoba, trying to draw their attention to us and finally to God through our 
works and sweet words. Even though they did not want to give names to strangers 
like me, but I believed that we all has given them a good impression of God's love 
and wonderful works. The volunteer at the spot expressed his gratitude and 
impression before we left.

Alex Easley and Yakisoba Fair at Outsuchi; 
on the right was a lady who knew Narita's family 

(Anggraini, 2011)



Talking with Pastor Joel was another Lady from Akahama 
who knew Narita's family 

(Anggraini, 2011)

Volunteer at Magokoro open space at Outsuchi 
(Kakehashi, 2011)

On the third day back to Kirikiri, we were cleaning up again the drainage along the 
street from mud and rubble. This time, Keiko Narita joined us. Her younger brother, 
Akifumi Narita had joined us since the first day. Narita's mother was always 
preparing lunch for us everyday. This is quite an encouragement, saving our time 
and money, but most of all this is physical provision. Girls waited for the boys to 
open up the lids. Then, we all scooped up the rubble covered in mud from the ditch 
into the white plastic sacks provided by the volunteer center. After lunch time we 
came back finishing our work and putting back all the lids to its place. We met with 
Tanaka-san the hair-dresser who was looking for three pairs of scissor from his 
house rubbles and helped finding them, but unfortunately we could only find one 
which was said to be other person's. 



Tanaka, the hair dresser, among the rubbles of his house at Kirikiri, 
looking for his three pairs of scissor 

(Kakehashi, 2011)

On the fourth day we were still in Kirikiri, cleaning up the rubbles from the ditch 
along the street. Keiko Narita said that cleaning up the streets was very important to 
make way to the houses. Tsunami has caused all rubbles to cover up the ground 
surface that made it difficult to pass through. In the morning, Odi arrived by night 
bus, so he joined us. Even though he got small cut in his finger not long after we 
started to work, we were not the least thinking to stop working. Pastor Takeshi took 
Odi to the hospital accompanied by Ishi-san whom I had conversation with on the 
first day. 

All the members of TBC NEJ Relief Kamaishi Team 2 in the front of the 



volunteer center at Kirikiri with Ishi-san, talking on the phone 
(Kakehashi, 2011)

On the fifth day, Sunday morning, we left for Tokyo at around 8AM. We took part 
with Miki and Yuichiro as they were staying longer for the Jazz concert for Tohoku. 
Keiko and Akifumi were with us going back to Tokyo. We had a chance to meet 
their parents at the meeting point. It is a blessing to have them with us in the 
mission of cleaning up the rubbles. 

Meeting with Narita's family before leaving for Tokyo 
(Anggraini, 2011)

Recognizing God's Love

I am sinner and God provides me Jesus as way to reach him in repentance. 
Through this mission, I've gone through a journey of knowing other people's need 
as well as myself. On top of that I figure out that God is always providing me with 
answers. I have experienced how wonderful it is to be united with others in God's 
love above all differences, nationality, language, personality, physical appearance, 
etc. He binds us with His love. He is able to wipe out our tears. He is able to lead us 
to focus on Him during our work. We did not argue each other, showing off, or 
comparing each other. We just work to serve and complete each other with 
gratitude. For everything we've received is not something taken for granted, but to 
be given back to God with a thankful heart.

Admitting God's Mighty Hands

Despite of the total and huge scale destructive effect of tsunami that hit Kirikiri & 
Outsuchi City of Iwate Prefecture where we were serving for five days, do not even 
change my perspective and understanding about God's love. This can be illogical, 
but my logic is only useless when it comes to discern God's wisdom. Isaiah 55:8 
"For my thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your ways my ways," declares 
the Lord." I just felt his absolute power and total majestic presence. That human 



beings are merely creations of his wonderful work. I am able to feel his love to 
people whenever I see people who lost their homes and families. I am able to 
understand how he discipline  those he loves. How our life is in his mighty hands. 
That nothing can save us, not even a sophisticated technology for earthquake and 
tsunami resistance. All testimony said this tsunami was beyond imagination and 
prediction. Unimaginable. Beyond human control.

Impressions on Tohoku Area After Disaster

Cleaning up in Iwate prefecture has improved quite faster than in Sendai. Volunteer 
work was established quicker and more organized than Sendai. Even though many 
people could not live in their own houses, some families that we had chances to 
meet in two different places, Kirikiri and Outsuchi, were somehow connected to 
each other or related by blood. This was such a way for us to converse and connect 
with them in the future. This was what we might not find in Ishinomaki, Sendai. 

Clearing up in quick progress in Iwate 
(Anggraini, 2011)



Heavy machine helped cleaning the land from rubble in Iwate 
(Anggraini, 2011)


